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ing the elevator guy, who sternly
admonished us to go and tax the
limits of his elevators no more,
we went out into the cooling
nighttime air to wander home in
peace. We had been caught in the
elevator for a little over an hour.

Since then I have resolved
to abide by the following hard
learned precepts: Pile not into
elevators of uncertain and
provenance; not peo-
ple who are trying to out
of a elevator,

if you need to

Webb Space Telescope and Caltech's
proposed Thirty Meter to
confirm the galaxy's distance."

While astronomers be-
lieve most galaxies were up
piecewise by mergers of smaller
galaxies, the discovery of this
suggests that at least a few
formed quickly and in their entirety
long ago. For such a large galaxy, this
would have been a tremendously ex
plosive event of star birth.

The findings will be published in
the December 20, 2005, issue of the
Astrophysical Journal.

JPL manages the Spitzer Space
Telescope mission for NASA. Sci
ence operations are conducted at the
Spitzer Science Center anhe Califor
nia Institute of Technology in Pasa
dena. JPL is a division of Caltech.
Spitzer's infrared array camera,
which took the picture of the galaxy,
was built by NASA Goddard Space

Center, Greenbelt, Md.
and additional

information are available at

http://www.jwst.nasa.gov/
http://www.tmt.org/

hubbJlesiite.or~~/n(~w:s/2'OO:5/28 www.

Meter TelescO!Je
the CalifOlllia

Te(;hnoJoigy, the Univer-
of California, the of

UDlive:rsilties for Research in Astrono
my, and the Association of Canadian
Universities for Research in Astron
omy), can be found at the follO\'I'inlg
sites:

of theAn ostensible

By ROBERT TINDOL

Keck and 8
scopes failed to pirlpo,int
distance via sp(~ctr'os(;op'ic Illetllods
the astronomers' conventional tool
for cosmic distances. "We
have to " says Stark, "that we
have now reached the point where
we are studying sources which lie
beyond the spectroscopic capabili
ties of our current ground-based fa
cilities. It may take the next genera
tion of telescopes, such as the James

gap, followed by a hand, which
we shook wildly in uproarious
gratitude. It disappeared then re
turned to prod about behind the
door with what looked like a bit
of coat hanger.

Finally, unbelievably, the in
ner door slid back a few inches,
then a few more and at long last
slid open. We poured out through
the gap, two and three at a
hopping the last 16 inches or so
from the elevator to the to
the astonishment of the

outside. It must
like of

from a clown car.

older, redder stars, which should
make most of the mass in a galaxy.
The brightness of the galaxy
suggests that it is very massive.

Two other Spitzer observations,
one reported earlier by Ellis and his
colleagues at the University of Ex
eter, UK, and the other by Haojing
Yan of the Spitzer Science Center,
had already revealed evidence for
mature stars in more ordinary, less
massive galaxies at similar distances,
when the universe was less than one
billion years old. However, the new
observation extends this notion of
surprisingly mature galaxies to an ob
ject which is perhaps ten times more
massive, and which seemed to form
its stars even earlier in the history of
the universe.

The team estimated the distance to
this galaxy by combining the informa
tion provided by the Hubble, Spitzer,
and VLT observations. The relative
brightness of the galaxy at different
wavelenl~ths is influenced by the ex-

universe, and allows astron
omers to estimate its distance. At the
same time, can also get an idea

mallCe·-UlJ of the terms
age stars.

Dan graduate

MOS),
on the
the Europe,an S,outllern Observ~ltorv

At those near-infrared waveJenlsths
is very faint and red.

The big surprise is how much
brighter the galaxy is in images at
slightly longer infrared wavelengths
from the Spitzer Space Telescope.
Spitzer is sensitive to the light from

A massive galaxy seen when the
universe was only 800 million years
old has been discovered by teams of
astronomers using NASA's Spitzer
and Hubble Space Telescopes.

The galaxy's mass and ma-
turity come as a because

that

probably shouldn't have put 15
of you in the elevator at the same
time," or, a bit more sympatheti
cally, "Dude, that sucks."

The humour potential of the
situation exhausted, temperatures
rising and bladders becoming
insistent, we just sat down and
waited. And then, as if the all
knowing universe had been wait
ing for us to learn our lesson and
shut the hell up, the door began to
open. A few of us had been able
to force the inner door aside
a, few and smldenly
a heave
outside

less promirlent ag~~I0l111er:ltions

stars, than
hundreds of billions
lous or so
The researchers are paJiicularly

the fact star formation
in seems to have
been This that
bulk of that up the
galaxy had even earlier.

"This is object,"
says Richard is the Steele
Family Professor of Astronomy at
the California Institute of Technol
ogy and a member of the discovery
team. "Although we are looking back
to when the universe was only 6 per
cent of its present age, this galaxy has
already built up a mass in stars eight
times that of the Milky Way.

"If the distance measurement to
this object holds up to further scruti
ny, the fact such a galaxy has already
cOlnpl[etf:d its star formation
a yet earlier period of intense activ-

" Ellis adds. "It's like the
ocean and a lone
forerunner of ahead.
now reason to search
this the cosmic dawn
the first such systems switched on!"

The galaxy was pinpointed among
approximately 10,000 others in a
small patch of sky called the Hubble
Ultra Deep Field (UDF). It is be
lieved to be about as far away as the
most distant galaxies known.

Bahram Mobasher of the Space
Telescope Science Institute, leader of
the science team, explains, "We found
this galaxy in Hubble's infrared im
ages of the UDF and expected it to
be young and small, like other known
galaxies at similar distances. Instead,
we found evidence that it is remark
ably mature and much more massive.
This is the surprising discovery."

The galaxy's great distance was
deduced from the fact that Hubble
does not see the in visible

the the UDF
ever taken
indicates

has been ab-

then
2) We asked Sec:urity

back the
clarified that <':""'''''ih,

had sent away fire
delpartmlent Various responses to

revelation rumbled forth from
inside elevator.

3) Security inquired as to exact
ly how many of us were inside of
the elevator. We answered. They
advised us that putting 15 people
into a 6'x5' elevator is a pretty
damned stupid thing to do. We
thanked them roundly for their
helpful input.

During our incarceration, we
discovered that cell phones do
not work inside of elevator shafts
but that one of the trapped parties
was able to connect to the campus
wireless network with his laptop,
placing us in the rare position of
being caught in an elevator with
instant messaging and email as
our links to the world at

us access to such
comments as, "You guys

CHANDRA BARNETT

"SHOUT! MUMBLE! COM
PLAIN! INSULTS PERTAIN
ING ELEVATOR
DENIZENS' PAREND\GE!!"

One or two Skurves: "How
soon will we be out of here?"

Guard: *something
which is entirely drowned out by
the resurgence of the Skurves*

Elevator full of Skurves:
"HOLLER! FUSS! INSULTS
PERTAINING TO THE SECU
RITY GUARDS' PARENTAGE!
ALLEGATIONS AS TO THE
SIMILARITIES AND DIF
FERENCES BETWEEN THE
ELEVATOR AND PEOPLE'S
MOTHERS!"

One or two different Skurves:
"SHUT. UP!!! Can you repeat
that please?"

E. full of S.: "REPETITION
OF PRIOR INSULTS AND AL
LEGATIONS WITH A FEW
NEW ONES THROWN IN FOR
FUN!"

Security Guard: *uninteUigi
ble*

We carried on this way for
some time as the elevator, filled
to the brim with 15 warm bodies
and 6 overhead halogen lamps,
got hotter and hotter and nerves
grew correspondingly thinner and
thinner. One thing fifteen Skurves
in an elevator do not do is smell
nice. Whenever one of us request
ed that

the lights be turned off to let
the elevator cool, the din of other
skurves' concurring drowned out
any The stayed
on, of
this fol-

way..."
The reSl)OnSe in-

deed. a few minutes a
VOlce to us from
outside elevator. the re-
sulting cacophony of joy had died
down to a reasonable level, we
asked how long we could expect
to remain inside of the elevator.
"Wait..." said the muffled voice.
"You guys are stuck?" "Yes! [ex
pletive omitted]," we yelled, near
ly in unison. A strange noise from
outside the elevator appeared to
be a man's chuckling. "You're
from security, right?" one of us
finally inquired. "No," said the
voice. "I conduct the orchestra.
You guys are seriously stuck?"

The true security guards ar
rived some minutes later to mael
strom of inquiries as to the status
of the rescue effort, further evi
dence that scurves do not grasp
the concept of speaking one at a
time. The following summarizes
the conversation:

Elevator full of Skurves:

was not
relocate a

the last a few
into the elevator,

to save ourselves the few steps
from the 2nd floor of CSS to the
1st. But as the doors began to
close, in hopped a few more of
us, and moments later still more.
Pn'"\v;,na conclusively here in
Ril~ke:tts, laziness always prevails
against common sense, eleva
tor doors slid shut on the

fifteen Skurves
We to

first-floor
""2" and

"3" following suite. The elevator
started downwards. Mere mo-
ments it to a halt. A
few seconds as
we at the doors, expect-
ing them to slip aside and free
us from our 6'x5' confines. To
the tune of a few nervous giggles
the doors remained steadfast, and
then a voice rose out of our midst:
"I think we broke it..."

Broken it we had. Seconds
turned to minutes, and the el
evator doors remained immo
bile. The time had come to use
the emergency phone. I popped
back the door and pushed the big
red button. Much to our relief, a
voice almost immediately crack
led forth, "Campus Security, what
is emergency?" "We..." sud-

the humour of the situation
me, and I back a

few "We're
elevator..." We eXlplame:d

we
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TH BENEFITS OF USED TEXTBOOKS.
THE WISDOM OF RIDING THE COATTAilS OF THOSE WHO'VE COME BEFORE.

Anow us to make a case for used textbooks. They offer you the highlighted and
underlined wisdom (assuming they actually passed the class) of those who've come before.

From pithy insights to racy doodles, it's a litde added value for your education dollar.

Here's another useful tip to help you save a little in school: Free Checking from
Washington Mutual. There's no minimum balance required to avoid a monthly service charge and
its free to sign up ror a Visa'" Check Card. Plus there's free online bill pay available at wamu.com.

Along with the books of a Dean's-Listet, Free Checking from Washington Mutual
is all you really need to skim through school in style. For more information, visit your local

Washington Mutual Financial Center or call 1-800-788-7000.

Depn~it!; ilreFDIC lnslln~d

By the ASCIT SEXCOMM
(compiled by ROCKY VELEZ)

***Ifyoufind yourself in Primm, Nevada on October 8,
2005, DEFINITELY go check out Team Caltech at the
DARPA Grand Challenge!! See Alice, the Soul Reaper,
finally in action!!!***

Tickets on Sale Soon
(at the time of writing):

On Sale: 09/25/05
Broadway In Bakersfield - Mamma Mia
@ Rabobank Arena, Sat, 12/24/05 + more dates

On Sale: 09126105
Eagles @ The Staples Center, Mon, 11114/05
Eagles @ Anaheim Pond, Thu, 11117/05

On Sale: 09/29105
Our Lady Peace @ Henry Fonda Theatre, Thu, 10/27/05

On Sale: 10/01105
Pat Green @ House of Blues Hollywood, Fri, 12/09105
WWE @ Arrowhead Pond of Anaheim, Mon, 10/31105
WWE Presents Smackdown
@ STAPLES Center, Sun, 10/30/05
Katrina Relief Comedy-Dane Cook & Jay Mohr @ The
Wiltem LG, Mon, 10/17/05
Australian Pink Floyd @ Wilshire Theatre, Fri, 11118/05

On Sale: 10/03/05
Clay Aiken @ Kodak Theatre, Wed, 11109105 + more
dates

This coming week:

SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL AND PUBLIC AFfAIRS

THE EARTH INSTITUTE AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

c LUMBIA U IVERSITY
10/07/05: Motley Crne @ Save Mart Center, 08:00 PM
10/09105: Los Angeles Philharmonic: Beethoven Cycle:
Eroica @ Walt Disney ConceIt Hall, 02:00 PM
10/14/05: The Mars Volta @ Santa Barbara Bowl, 07:00
PM

Earn your PA in Environmental
Science and Policy

The Master of Public Administration

Program in Environmental Science

and Policy combines Columbia

University's hands-on approach

to teaching public policy and

administration with pioneering

thinking about the environment.

This twelve-month program takes

place at Columbia University's

New York campuses.

For more information, please can

212-854-3142, e-maillar46@columbia.edu,

or visit our Web site.

decision: November 1

Coming REALLY Soon,
with Tickets Already.On Sale:

Tue, 11101105: U2 @ STAPLES Center, 07:30 PM
Wed, 11/02/05: U2 @ STAPLES Center, 07:30 PM

And lots more... just check
out www.ticketmaster.com!

If you want to know more
about certain types of
events (i.e. motocross, con
ventions of sorts, different
types of concerts, etc), send
me an email and I'll look it
up! (rocky@its)

HAVE FUN!!!
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To order call . 15
or visit www.authorhouse.com.

Are linear accelerators the Ult,~m~rlle phauirc
machines? gravity to blame for the war between
the sexes? Was Schrodinger's cat in heat?

Follow Dr. Lumumba as he discovers the
orgasmic nature of particles and a revolutionary
Theory ofEverything.

Theoretical h sics will never be the same!

Tutors Wanted
BUSINESS PLANS lHome tutoring for all subjects K-12.

FINANCIAL MODELS Flexible hours. Car needed. Long-
Free Small Biz Documents and Forum enn positions available. $18.50-
TheSmallBusillessOwllersMallual.com $21.00/hr. To apply visit:www.aca

~emicadvantage.comljobs

0805

901 E. Alosta Ave.
Azusa, CA 917°2

61.
~.

AZUSA PACIFIC
UNIVERSITY

--Cindy Ko

ByCINDYKO

own right, with stand
alones such as "Soul Meets
Body" and "Summer Skin."
Nevertheless, they can't
help but throw in the regu
lar, old 'Song-I-Wrote-for
Girl-I-Dumped,' "Some
day You Will be Loved,"
and a 'Damn, you
cold,' "Your Heart is an
Empty Room." A few open
ing guitar riffs sound bor
rowed from Flaming Lips,
and other riffs are cheerful,
stock DCFC favorites, like
"Crooked Teeth." The best
song on the record is a slow
acoustic banad, "I Will Fol
low You Into the Dark," an
almost Elliott Smith-like
confrontation with mortal
ity and its place in eternal
love. Gibbard continues to
show his talent for writing
love songs that make you
feel that lump in the back
of your throat but with very
little growth from the last
record. So, whether you're
a new fan or an old devotee,
at the very least Plans is a
safe bet: a solid record from
a band that deserves an the
attention that it's getting.

K-12, bachelor's to doctorate, we know teaching.

To schedule a personal appointment or attend an information meeting:
., (800) 825-5278
llfiji www.apu.edufeducationftips

graduatecenter@apu.edu
Call to save your spot at the
next information meeting.

teaching tiP 0 59
Some superstars get trophies, others get smiles.
Ifyou have completed your bachelor's degree: Azusa Pacific University
(APU) offers 35 opportunities at 7 convenient Southern California locations
for you to become a better teacher, counselor, coach, or administrator.
And, because APU is NCATE accredited, you receive excellent preparation
recognized by all 50 states and internationally.

Since the beginning of
Death Cab's newfound pop
ularity, result of "The
OC" and endless celebrity
plugs, its expanding fanbase
has taken it from message
board hot topic to heavy
rotation on the alternative
radio circuit. Nowadays,
frontman Ben Gibbard's
chub-chub good looks are
all over websites and music
mags across the nation. The
good part is, despite their
hype, they still sound like

c they did in the days when
they were just breaking on
the scene, and they are liv
ing up to their growing rep
utation. Plans, this year's
follow-up to Death Cab for
Cutie's Transatlanticism
(2003) is, in some ways, ex
actly what you expect it to
be: Gibbard's soft vocals, a
magic songwriting formula
and a little bit of Postal Ser
vice, Gibbard's techno side
project, make it Transatlan
ticism: Part Deux, almost.
Overall, the album is not
quite as monumental as its
predecessor, but strong

THE CALIFORNIA TECH
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The new Techer'sfirst
rim of passage: cooking a
bowl of ramen.

tion'l{ ubetance
How was I supposed to
know I had to put water in it
before microwaving?

I

se'od sw;;m_ions, hate mallt
and exploding hamsters to:

Z,guao@caltech,edu

Not the poru:n Not the pond!
Aaaaagh! The crawfish!
They!reronsuming my flesh!

Dear freshers and fellow up
perclassmen,

Congratulations on sur
viving rotation, an unforgettable
jumble of names and faces that
no one can ever really remember
all of. Now the all freshers will
get to move their personal be
longings across campus. Don't
get me wrong, I love rotation,
and am sad that I am missing it
and house initiation traditions
during my 4th year; however, I
can't be too sad since I am in one
of the most renowned cities of
all time - LONDON! Ofcourse,
some of you are wondering who
I am; for those who don't know
me, my name is Mayra Sheikh
(Blacker Hovse). I am spend
ing a term at University Col
lege London (UCL) through the
Caltech Study Abroad program.
Since I would like the freshers
to know me to some degree,
and because a lot of techers are
unaware of the Study Abroad
Program, I am writing to you
all through the TECH. I know
we allieam about Britain as the

imperialist empire upon which
the sun didn't set for decades,
but daily life in modern London
is not quite the same as our sec
ondary school history teachers'
droning.

Before jumping head
on into a detailed description of
life in London as a 20 year old
University 'schtudent,' I'd like
to tell you about the wonder
ful program that enabled me to
leave tech for a short period of
time. Caltech's Study Abroad
program has exchanges with
four different Universities; UCL,
Cambridge, and the University
of Edinburgh (newest one) in
the UK and The University of
Copenhagen! The Danish Tech
nical University in Denmark.
Caltech sends between 28 - 35
students abroad for one quarter
every year; 5-7 to UCL, 2-5 to
UCIDTU, 5-7 to Edinburgh, and
16 to Cambridge, 10 Fall term
and 6 Winter term. Students who
apply must have a minimum 3.0
GPA and 2 recommendations
letters from Caltech Professors.

By MAYRA SHEIKH

Besides grades, Lauren Stolper,
Caltech's Study Abroad Advisor,
also looks for maturity, honesty,
tolerance, and flexibility in stu
dents as well. After all, bailing
people out of jail internationally
is rather tricky.

The application proce
dure is as expected. Most tech
ers don't shy away from a short
essay, an interview, and a couple
of recommendation letters, how
ever, choosing classes can be a
difficult experience. Unfortu
nately the British aren't tech
savvy, or are just plain stubborn
and do not have an integrated
inter-departmental registration
process. Each department oper
ates on its own and has its own
timetable of classes and degrees
even have different lengths. So
navigating all the departmen
tal websites and finding classes
and understanding the British
Degree structure involves some
time and frustration. But, mind
you, it's completely worth the
relatively small hassle because
classes here are definitely more

laid back.
VCL, like most American col

leges, does not have grueling
weekly sets. The Brits are defi
nitely more chill about school
ing. However, time management
is necessary because there is
some work to be done and there
are deadlines. A lot of students
think only electives can be taken
abroad, but that is untrue. Major
requirements and general gradu
ation requirements can be taken
away from home. Students can
even take correspondence cours
es if an equivalent course is not
offered at the institution being
visited. The only catch is that a
Caltech professor in the appro
priate department has to agree
to approve each class taken
abroad. Sometimes getting class
approval involves some cajoling
and the promise of some extra
work upon return to tech, but it's
worth an international experi
ence.

However, the first week
at VCL is like a really long

party. As part of the new school
year, there is freshers week and
most classes are suspended un
til the second week. Many de
partments have parties for the
incoming students, almost a
third of which are international
students form more than 140
countries. There are pub crawls,
basically a groups of students
go from pub to pub drinking for
about 12 hours. The legal drink
ing age is 18, so most college
students are old enough to down
a few. Most students retain limits
with such events; ofcourse there
are the usual few who create a
ruckus. There is a lot of social
izing in residence halls as new
students meet the college world '
and returning students catch up.
All and all, it's an exciting week
of meeting lots of new people.
Speaking of which, I should go
meet more, since the freshers
have now met me. Hope to see
you all in three months.

-- May "I actually miss
TECH" ra
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TMT cientists,
Engineers Gather ~

spen
------------

By ROBERT TINDOL

More than 90 scientists and ments in history.
engineers from the United States TMT Week participants in
and Canada are in Aspen, Colora- elude presenters from all ele
do, this week to review progress ments of the design, as well as
in planning for the Thirty Meter many members of the project
Telescope. When completed in teams, the industrial and instru
the next decade, TMT will be the ment partners, and members of
largest telescope in the world, the TMT Board.
with the capability of revolu- Presentations include detailed
tionizing our understanding of information on design and sys
the origin of galaxies, stars and tems engineering, segment fab
planets. rication development, design

According to Richard El- of the mirrors and their sup
lis, Caltech's director of opti- port structures, adaptive optics
cal observatories and the Steele systems, control systems, and
Professor of Astronomy, TMT environmental considerations.
Week is a crucial opportunity Astronomers are also discussing
for the many participants in the the scientific goals of the tele
highly distributed project to have scope in detail as they respond
face-to-face interactions and to to technical information on cost
review technical progress in the and feasibility of the various de
many multifaceted aspects of signs.
this ambitious endeavor. He adds The 30-meter-diameter optical
that there is tremendous progress and infrared telescope, complete
and enthusiasm at Aspen as plans with adaptive optics, will pro
are being laid out for the coming duce images more than 12 times
year's work. sharper than those of the Hubble

TMT is a collaboration of Space Telescope. The TMT will
Caltech, the University of Cali- have nine times the light-gather
fornia, the Association ofUniver- ing ability of one of the to-meter
sities for Research in Astronomy, Keck Telescopes, which are cur
and the Association of Canadian rently the largest in the world.
Universities for Research in As- With such a telescope, astrophys
tronomy. The project also draws icists will be able to study the
on the expertise of a large num- earliest galaxies and the details
ber of experienced engineers of their formation as well as pin
and astronomers from academia, point the processes that lead to
governmental organizations, and young planetary systems around
private industry for the construc- nearby stars.
tion of one of the most complex
and exciting scientific instru-

We have.opportunities in these areas:

• Software Development

•• Product Management

(II Technical Writing

mpetition
Now
We

If yOLl areas particular about where you work as Weare about

who works here, we should talk. Rush resumes to:

Islynn_us@oracle.com

At Oracle, we're committed to being the dominant player in the

enterprise softWCl.re business. Our recent decision to purcha~

Siebel is just one way we're doingthat. Hiring the creamof the

crop at the nation's top schools is another way.
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of Me:ch,mical Engilll.eeJrs,
sodation for Machin-

the
Electronics and

the of Women Engineer's.
The other div-
vied up among Team Caltech's
student members.

The was invited to at-
tend kicked off
with cer-

the
Admis-

Caltech have perfected their sen
sors and software, and their game
plan.

"We want Alice to 'see' what is
going on around it and drive based
on that knowledge," Murray said.
"This is much harder than mak
ing use of maps and satellite data
to locate the roads ahead of time.
With five cameras and five la
ser ranging devices (LADARs),
we have a lot more sensors and
cOlnputers than of the other
teams. This should an ad-
"mlt",yp if the course out to

ch'lllenge last year.
on how our

next two weeks
when Alice

sion

By KATHY SVITIL

in under 10 hours will receive a
$2 million prize.

"I think we'll do great at the
NQE," said Richard Murray,
professor of control and dynami
cal systems and leader of Team
Caltech. Team Caltech consists
of over 50 undergraduates from
Caltech, Princeton, Virginia Tech,
and Lund University in Swe
den, plus high school vo].un1:eer·s,
Caltech faculty palticilpalllts,

from

NOlrthnm GTullllnau, and Sv~;tenlS

the
A lot will
work over the
goes,"
will continue to be
her paces in desert test runs

courses in the
ing lots of the Rose
Anita race track, and the fonner
St. Luke Medical Center. "We are
optimizing and our soft
ware, trying to get it to resiPOftd
int,elli,gerltly to the

he California Tech
Caltech 40-58

Pasadena, CA 91125

Having already completed
three trials, the intrepid Alice
stands ready to take center stage
for the fourth time at the Califor
nia Speedway in Fontana. Alice
is no diva but the California In
stitute of Technology's entrant
in this year's Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency Grand
Challenge race, a grueling field
test of autonomously driven
robotic vehicles organized by
DARPA to the develop-
ment of robotic

theNQE.
During the NQE, each ve

hicle must navigate itself with
no human intervention thr,ou.2:h
a course of

Decemb'er 30.

be considered of the
follmiVirlg two years. New material is

Consideration of

welcome from fac
Guidelines

Please submit detailed nomination packages to
December 30,2005.

By PAUL Co JENNINGS

CRITERIA FOR PRIZE:
The Richard P. Prize in teachJing

to a who in the brcladest
innovation and gf2tduate classroolll

ORIGIN OF THE PRIZE:
The prize is made possible by a gift of endowment by lone and Rob

ert E. Paradise, with additional contributions from Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam H. Hurt, in appreciation of Richard Feynman's contributions to
excellent teaching.

2004-05 Christolpher Bre,nne,n,
2003-04 George Miner,llofiY
2002-03 Niles Pierce, COlmTlUt,lticlllal Mathematics
2001-02
2000-01
1999-00 Donald
1998-99
1997-98 BarlJara ImJ:1eriaili, Cllemistry
1996-97 R. David Middlebl:ook, Electrical En:gineerin,g
1995-96 Yaser Electrical and Com!=mt(~r

Science
1994-95 Erik Antonsson, Mechanical En:gineering
1993-94 Tom Basic and Apphe,Q

ELIGIBILITY:
All professorial faculty of the Institute

NOMINATIONS FOR THE PRIZE:
Nominations for the Fe'vnnnan

the "--,WiCI,;U COrnmlJnity, illcllldillg

TERMS OF THE PRIZE:
The prize consists of a cash award of $3,500, matched by an

lent raise in the annual salary of the awardee.

SELECTION:
Selection of the recipient will be made by a committee appointed

by the Provost. The committee chair and members will be rotated fre
quently to reflect all segments of the Institute. The committee shall
consist of three professorial faculty, and one representative each from
the undergraduate student body and the graduate student body.

PRESENTATION OF THE PRIZE:
The Feynman Prize will be presented at a regular meeting of the

Caltech faculty in the second tenn. In addition, the awardee will be
honored at a small celebratory dinner or other suitable event with a
few colleagues and members of the administration, and the donors of
the prize.

or nomination can
Provost's Office


